TIMELINE OF U.S. ACTS OF
AGGRESSION IN LATIN AMERICA
In slightly less than a hundred years, from 1898 to 1994, the U.S. government has intervened successfully to change
governments and/or to suppress popular movements and insurgencies in Latin America a total of at least 41 times.
That amounts to once every 28 months for an entire century.1 Direct intervention occurred in 17 of the 41 cases - these
incidents involved the use of U.S. military forces, intelligence agents or local citizens employed by U.S. government
agencies. In another 24 cases, the U.S. government played an indirect role - local actors played the principal roles,
but either would not have acted or would not have succeeded without encouragement from the U.S. government.

1800s
MEXICO

The U.S. provokes war with Mexico and
acquires more than 500,000 square miles
and all or parts of modern-day California,
Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona
and New Mexico. The U.S. purchases this
land for $15 million.

MONROE DOCTRINE

The Monroe Doctrine
declares Latin America to
be in the United States
"sphere of influence."

1823

1835-36

1846

DECLARATION OF WAR

PANAMA (COLOMBIA)

The U.S. declares war on Spain, blaming it
for destruction of the USS Maine in Havana
Harbor on February 15th, 1898. (In 1976, a
U.S. Navy commission concludes that the
explosion was probably an accident.) As a
result, the U.S. annexes Guam, Puerto Rico,
the Philippines, and Hawaii.

First of five U.S. interventions in
Panama (still part of Colombia at the
time) to protect the Atlantic-Pacific
railroad from Panamanian nationalists.

1855

1856

1885

NICARAGUA

GUATEMALA

U.S. adventurer William Walker (from TN)
invades Nicaragua with a private army,
declares himself president, and rules for two
years, ousted two years later by a Central
American coalition largely inspired by
Cornelius Vanderbilt, upon whose trade
Walker infringes. Walker launches an
Americanization program, reinstating slavery,
declaring English an official language, and
reorganizing currency and fiscal policy to
encourage immigration from the U.S.

PERU

December 10, 1835 to January 24, 1836 and
August 31 to December 7, 1836 – Marines
protect American interests in Callao and
Lima during an attempted revolution.

1898

Washington sends--in one of the first
acts of "gunboat diplomacy" – the
USS Wachusett to Guatemala to
defend American lives and property.

1900 – 1940s
PANAMA

VERACRUZ

The U.S. encourages Panama's independence from
Colombia in order to acquire the Panama Canal rights.
When negotiations with Colombia break down, the
U.S. sends ten warships to back a rebellion in Panama
in order to acquire the land for the Panama Canal.

Mexican refusal to salute the U.S. flag
provokes the shelling of Veracruz by
a U.S. battleship and the seizure of
parts of the city by U.S. Marines.

NICARAGUA

U.S. Marines finally leave Nicaragua, but
are replaced by the U.S. well-trained
and well-armed Guardia Nacional, under
the control of Anastasio Somoza.

CUBA

U.S. forces return to Cuba to
help put down black protests
against discrimination.

HAY-BUNAU-VARILLA TREATY

The Frenchman Philippe Bunau-Varilla
negotiates the Hay-Bunau-Varilla Treaty,
which establishes the Panama Canal Zone,
the U.S. as the "sovereign" power in the
Panama Canal Zone, and the subsequent
construction of the Panama Canal.

1901

1903

U.S. Marines invade
Nicaragua and occupy
the country almost
continuously until 1933.

1912

1914

1914-18 1916-24

1918

1933

1946

MEXICAN REVOLUTION

ROOSEVELT COROLLARY

With the Platt Amendment,
which is part of the 1901
Army Appropriations Bill,
the U.S. declares its
unilateral right to intervene
in Cuban affairs.

U.S. Marines occupy the Dominican Republic. The
U.S. also supports dictator Rafael Trujillo despite
his campaign of political assassinations and
massacres of Haitians. The Dominican Republic is
considered a protectorate of the U.S. until 1941.

NICARAGUA

1905

PLATT AMENDMENT

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

During the Mexican Revolution, the United States
sends troops to fight Nationalists, including Pancho
Villa and Emiliano Zapata, who seek to take down
the Mexican oligarchy. The U.S. supports the rule of
Porfirio Diaz, a dictator who controls the country for
over 30 years and benefits from a close U.S.
economic relationship. In the interests of protecting
this relationship, the U.S. helps plot the coup
against Francisco Madero in 1913 and installs
General Victoriano Huerta as president.

The Roosevelt Corollary to the
Monroe Doctrine declares the
U.S. to be the policeman of the
Caribbean; the Dominican
Republic is placed under a
customs receivership.

HONDURAS

From March 23 to 30 or 31, U.S. forces protected the
American consulate and the steamship wharf at Puerto
Cortes, Honduras, during a period of revolutionary
activity. U.S. forces also arrived in Honduras to protect
American citizens, businesses, and political interests in
1907, 1911, 1919, 1922, 1924, and 1925.

SCHOOL OF AMERICAS

U.S. Army School of the Americas
(SOA) opens in Panama as a
hemisphere-wide military academy.
Read more below.

PANAMA

The U.S. army
lands in Panama to
protect United Fruit
plantations.

1946 - PRESENT
SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS (SOA)

In 1946, the U.S. Army School of the Americas (SOA) opens in Panama as a hemisphere-wide military academy.
Its linchpin is the doctrine of National Security (or, "anti-communist counterinsurgency training,") by which the
chief threat to a nation is internal subversion; this will be the guiding principle behind dictatorships in Brazil,
Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Central America, and elsewhere. On September 21, 1984, the school is expelled from
Panama under the terms of the Panama Canal Treaty.

INFAMOUS ALUMNI

Overall, the School of the
Americas has produced soldiers
and generals responsible for the
massacre and torture of tens
of thousands of people across
Latin America. From among its
infamous alumni are 11 former
Latin American dictators including:
Argentina's Leopoldo Galtieri,
Rios Montt of Guatemala and
Raoul Cédras of Haiti. Other
notorious graduates include: El
Salvador death squad leader
Roberto D'Aubuisson who has
killed and tortured thousands
during El Salvador's civil war.

Prior to this expulsion, politicians and journalists in Panama have been complaining that civilian graduates from
the school have engaged in repressive and anti-democratic behavior. Since 2001, the school has become known
as the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation (WHINSEC) and is based at Fort Benning,
Georgia (USA).
The military academy has trained 65,000 Latin American soldiers over six decades. And its roster of graduates
who eventually come to lead their countries is impressive - were it not for the fact that they are considered some
of the continent's most notorious dictators of the last century.
Outraged at its program, the U.S. House of Representatives votes to close SOA in 1999, but it opens almost
immediately afterwards under the harder-to-remember name of Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation (WHINSEC). In 2013, a researcher named Ruth Blakeley concludes after interviews with WHINSEC
personnel and anti-SOA/WHINSEC protesters that "there was considerable transparency [...] established after the
transition from SOA to WHINSEC" and that "a much more rigorous human rights training program was in place
than in any other US military institution". SOA or WHINSEC, others may beg to differ with her assessment.

“Here is the School of the Americas. It's a combat school. Most of the courses revolve around what they call "counter-insurgency warfare."
Who are the "insurgents?" We have to ask that question. They are the poor. They are the people in Latin America who call for reform. They are
the landless peasants who are hungry. They are health care workers, human rights advocates, labor organizers. They become the insurgents.
They are seen as "the enemy." They are those who become the targets of those who learn their lessons at the School of the Americas."
– FATHER ROY BOURGEOIS

1950s – 1960s
GUATEMALA

CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS

Jacobo Arbenz Guzmán, elected president of Guatemala,
introduces sweeping land reforms to benefit the country’s vast
impoverished populace and seizes some idle lands of
multi-national United Fruit Company – proposing to pay for
those lands the value that United Fruit claimed on its tax returns.
The CIA – whose director Allen Dulles is a
stockholder, engineers the overthrow of the
democratically-elected government of Guatemala.
Arbenz Guzmán’s moves are deemed communist
in nature by the Eisenhower administration and
the US government begins to supply anti-Arbenz
forces with weapons and training.

GUATEMALA

U.S. Green Berets train the Guatemalan
army in counterinsurgency techniques.
Guatemalan efforts against its insurgents
include aerial bombing, scorched-earth
assaults on towns suspected of aiding the
rebels, and death squads, which kills
20,000 people between 1966 and 1976.

Arbenz is overthrown, and military
dictatorship, repression, and violence follow
for the next four decades. During this time,
it is estimated that nearly a quarter million
Guatemalans are killed or “disappeared.”

1954

Cuban missile crisis ignites when, fearing a U.S. invasion,
Castro agrees to allow the USSR to deploy nuclear missiles
on the island. The U.S. releases photos of Soviet nuclear
missile silos in Cuba - triggering a crisis which takes the two
superpowers to the brink of nuclear war. It is subsequently
resolved when the USSR agrees to remove the missiles in
return for the withdrawal of U.S. nuclear missiles from Turkey.

1960s

1960
CUBA

COLOMBIA

The Pentagon's Yarborough Commission
advises the Colombian government to
create paramilitary organizations and to
launch an all-out assault against guerrillas,
who at that time are less insurgencies than
people’s defense militias. Within two years,
and with U.S. funding and advice, Colombia
fully enters into Civil War.

1962

1961

BRAZIL

João Goulart of Brazil proposes agrarian
reform, nationalization of oil. Ousted by
a U.S.-supported military coup.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

CUBA

All U.S. businesses in Cuba are nationalized without
compensation; U.S. breaks off diplomatic relations with
Havana and imposes a trade embargo in response to
Castro's reforms. Eisenhower authorizes covert actions
to get rid of Castro. Among other things, the CIA tries
assassinating him with exploding cigars and poisoned
milkshakes. Other covert actions against Cuba include
burning sugar fields, blowing up boats in Cuban
harbors, and sabotaging industrial equipment.

The U.S. backs an abortive invasion by Cuban
exiles at the Bay of Pigs; Castro proclaims
Cuba a communist state and begins to ally it
with the USSR. The CIA begins to make plans
to assassinate Castro as part of Operation
Mongoose. At least five plans to kill the Cuban
leader are drawn up between 1961 and 1963.

EL SALVADOR

CIA-backed coup overthrows elected
Pres. J. M. Velasco Ibarra of Ecuador,
who has been too friendly with Cuba.

President Johnson, against the advice
of his civilian advisors and fearing a
“second Cuba”, deploys 42,000 troops
to the Dominican Republic to combat the
constitutional forces trying to regain power.
The country has recently experienced 30 years of one of the most brutal
dictatorships in Latin American history, led by U.S. ally Rafael Leonidas
Trujillo (assassinated in 1961), who was a member of the U.S.-founded
and trained National Guard. It is estimated that during Trujillo's reign
of terror, 25,000 people were killed or disappeared by the state.

ECUADOR

A new junta in El Salvador promises free
elections; Eisenhower, fearing leftist
tendencies, withholds recognition. A
more attractive right-wing counter-coup
comes along in three months.

1965

1964

1970s – 1980s
GRENADA

CHILE

The U.S. invades Grenada in Operation Urgent Fury, to overthrow a
popular government. At the time, 800 U.S. medical students are on the
island, and their presence amid the turmoil give President Ronald
Reagan sufficient justification for ordering an invasion. Ten thousand
U.S., Jamaican, and Caribbean troops land on Oct. 25, 1983.

The CIA helps overthrow the democratic government of Salvador
Allende Gossens in Chile in favor of a bloody dictatorship led by
Augusto Pinochet Ugarte. Pinochet imprisons well over a hundred
thousand Chileans (torture and rape are the usual methods of
interrogation), terminates civil liberties, abolishes unions, extends
the work week to 48 hours, and reverses Allende's land reforms.

PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER

The Reagan
Administration begins
the contra war against
Nicaraguan civilians.

Election of U.S. President Jimmy Carter leads to a new
emphasis on human rights in Central America. Carter
cuts off aid to the Guatemalan military (or tries to;
some slips through) and reduces aid to El Salvador.

1973

The invasion is condemned internationally by the UN General
Assembly. Twenty American troops are killed, along with over
a hundred Cuban and Grenadan soldiers and civilians.
Another of the justifications for the action is the building of a
new airport with Cuban help, which Grenada claims is for
tourism and Reagan argues is for Soviet use. Later the U.S.
announces plans to finish the airport... to develop tourism.

NICARAGUA

1976

1981

1980

PANAMA

EL SALVADOR

Before dawn on Dec. 20, 1989, over 27,000 U.S. soldiers
invade Panama as part of President George H. W. Bush’s
“Operation Just Cause.” The invasion allegedly aims to carry
out the arrest on charges of drug-trafficking of Panamanian
leader Manuel Noriega, a former U.S. ally and CIA informant.

A right-wing junta takes over in El Salvador. U.S. begins massively supporting El Salvador,
assisting the military in its fight against FMLN (Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front)
guerrillas. Death squads proliferate; Archbishop Romero is assassinated by right-wing
terrorists; 35,000 civilians are killed in 1978-81. The rape and murder of four U.S.
churchwomen results in the suspension of U.S. military aid for one month.

URUGUAY

Military takes power in
Uruguay, supported by U.S.
The subsequent repression
reportedly features the world's
highest percentage of the
population imprisoned for
political reasons.

1989

1983

U.S. forces unleash one of the most violent,
destructive terror attacks of the century.
Read more below.

The U.S., seeking a stable base for its actions in El Salvador
and Nicaragua, tells the Honduran military to clean up its act
and hold elections. The U.S. starts pouring in $100 million of aid
a year and basing the contras on Honduran territory.
Death squads are also active in
Honduras, and the contras tend to
act as a state within a state.

1989 U.S. INVASION OF PANAMA
Before dawn on Dec. 20, 1989, over 27,000 U.S. soldiers invade Panama as part of President George
H. W. Bush’s “Operation Just Cause.” The invasion allegedly aims to carry out the arrest on charges of
drug-trafficking of Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega, a former U.S. ally and CIA informant.

“They would burn a house, and
then move to another and begin
the process all over again. They
burned from one street to the
next. They coordinated the
burning through walkie-talkies”

U.S. forces unleash one of the most violent, destructive terror attacks of the century. They
systematically burn apartment buildings and shoot people indiscriminately in the streets, including at
least one journalist caught in the chaos. People are crushed by tanks, captured Panamanians are
executed on the street, and bodies pile on top of each other; many are burned before identification.
The aggression is condemned internationally, but the message is clear: the United States military
is free to do whatever it wants, whenever it wants, and they will not be bound by ethics or laws.

Witnesses recount U.S. soldiers setting residential buildings on fire, which begins at 6:30 in the morning. Video footage shows the charred remains of
rows of housing complexes in El Chorillo, one of the city’s poorest neighborhoods. “They would burn a house, and then move to another and begin the
process all over again. They burned from one street to the next. They coordinated the burning through walkie-talkies,” says one witness.
Survivors are reportedly hired to fill mass graves for $6 per body. Ambulance drivers begin to call El Chorillo “Little Hiroshima”. About 20,000 people lose
their homes and become refugees as a result of the U.S. invasion. The official explanation for the American ouster is Noriega's drug trafficking, which
Washington has known about since the 1970s, and has not been at all bothered by.

The exact number of people who are killed during the invasion of Panama remains unknown and forever debated. The best
estimates are at least 2,000 to 3,000 Panamanians, but this may be a conservative figure, according to a Central American Human
Rights Commission (COEDHUCA) report, which states: “Most of these deaths could have been prevented had the US troops taken
appropriate measures to ensure the lives of civilians and had obeyed the international legal norms of warfare.”

1990s
NICARAGUA

PLAN COLOMBIA

The U.S. intervenes in the Nicaraguan election
process through covert and overt means.
As the Cold War draws to a close
around this time, the United
States foreign policy shifts focus
from "anti-communism" to the War
on Drugs, with narcoguerillas
replacing "communists". Which is
then later replaced by "the more
ominous sounding 'terrorist'.”

Plan Colombia is the name of a United States foreign aid, military and diplomatic initiative
aimed at combating Colombian drug cartels and left-wing insurgent groups in Colombia.
The plan is originally conceived by the administrations of Colombian President Andrés
Pastrana and US President Bill Clinton, and signed into law by the U.S in 2000.
The official objectives of Plan Colombia is to end the Colombian armed
conflict by increasing funding and training of Colombian military and
para-military forces and creating an anti-cocaine strategy to eradicate coca
cultivation, though critics claim this largely serves as a cover to increase
U.S. military presence and protect U.S. corporate interests in the region.

CUBA

U.S. trade embargo is made permanent
in response to Cuba's shooting down
of two U.S. aircraft operated by
Miami-based Cuban exiles.

Plan Colombia makes the country one of the largest recipients of U.S.
foreign aid, mostly in the form of military equipment and training.

1990

1996

1998

1999

U.S. MILITARY AID PROGRAM

1998: On March 5, 1998, Gen. Charles E. Wilhelm, head of the U.S. Southern Command responsible for U.S. military activities
in Central and South America and the Caribbean, lays out the rationale for a large-scale U.S. military aid program unfolding
for Colombia before a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing:
“No one questions the strategic importance of the Middle East, but Venezuela alone provides the same amount of oil to the
U.S. as do all the Persian Gulf states combined. The discovery of major oil reserves in Colombia, and existing oil supplies in
Trinidad-Tobago and Ecuador, further increase the strategic importance of this region’s energy resources.”
Latin America was ruled by democratic nations eager for U.S. investment and trade, he claims
“As we enter the new millennium, U.S. trade with this region is envisioned to exceed trade with all of Europe.
By 2010, U.S. trade with this region is projected to exceed trade with Europe and Japan combined.”
He goes on to add that ”terrorism, international organized crime, and drug trafficking” continues to threaten civil
society. The benefits of trade and development would require a major U.S. investment “to deter aggression, foster
peaceful conflict resolution, and encourage democratic development while promoting stability and prosperity.”

2000s

VENEZUELA

The crisis in Venezuela comes to a head after
incumbent President Nicolás Maduro is re-elected
as president in a disputed 2018 presidential
election. President Trump and Vice President Mike
Pence openly encourage the Venezuelan military
to stage a coup and U.S. officials have even
met with potential coup leaders.

CUBA

U.S. President George H. Bush announces fresh
measures designed to hasten the end of communist
rule in Cuba, including tightening a travel embargo
to the island, cracking down on illegal cash
transfers, and a more robust information campaign
aimed at Cuba. A new body, the Commission for
Assistance to a Free Cuba, is created.

CUBA

The U.S. State Department thwarts regional
efforts to reverse a “parliamentary coup” that
removes the left-wing president of Paraguay
through a widely contested process.

2008

VENEZUELA

The Obama government throws
all of its diplomatic weight behind
corrupt, right-wing political actors
in Brazil that removes left-leaning
president Dilma Rousseff through
a flawed and controversial
impeachment process.

President Barack Obama and Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton help a right-wing military
coup succeed in Honduras by stymieing
efforts to restore the elected, left-leaning
president Manuel Zelaya, by providing
command operation support for the coup.

2003

Opponents speak out against U.S. intervention
and call for mobilizations and protests against
the unfolding coup in Venezuela.

BRAZIL

HONDURAS

In May, U.S. Under Secretary
of State John Bolton accuses
Cuba of trying to develop
biological weapons, adding
the country to Washington's
list of "axis of evil" countries.

2002

PARAGUAY

2009

2011

2015

2016

In September, President Trump floats
the idea of a military coup to bring
Venezuela’s leader Nicolás Maduro
down. According to a couple of news
sources, including a New York Times
report, the administration has held
“secret meetings” with former
members of the Venezuelan armed
forces determined to force Maduro out.

2017

2018

2019

VENEZUELA

PLAN MEXICO

The Mérida Initiative (also called Plan Mexico by critics, in reference
to Plan Colombia, signed in 2000) is a security cooperation
agreement among the United States, the government of Mexico,
and the countries of Central America, with the declared aim of
combating the threats of drug trafficking, transnational organized
crime, and money laundering. The assistance includes training,
equipment, and intelligence. The initiative is announced on 22
October 2007 and is signed into law on June 30, 2008.
The announcement of such close security cooperation with the
United States generates some controversy in Mexico, where
questions are once again raised about national sovereignty and
the extent to which U.S. law enforcement, military, and intelligence
personnel would be operating in Mexican territory and
whether they will be armed.

ARGENTINA

The U.S. administration opposes multilateral
loans to Argentina’s left-wing government of
Cristina Kirchner, thereby aggravating a
tumultuous economic situation that helps seal
the victory of right-wing multimillionaire Mauricio
Macri in the 2015 presidential elections.

President Trump imposes broad
economic sanctions that sharply
restricts Venezuela’s access to
international financial markets,
thereby exacerbating the country’s
ongoing economic crisis.

VENEZUELA

President Obama declares Venezuela an
“extraordinary threat to the national security and
foreign policy of the United States” in order to
justify the imposition of targeted sanctions
against senior government officials.

NICARAGUA

Between April 18 - 22, violent protests erupt following a
government proposal of reforms to the country’s social
security system. The protests start in earnest in Nicaragua’s
capital, Managua, rapidly spreading and fueled by
inflammatory messaging on social networks and deliberate
manipulation by right wing media. The coup fails but brings
the class divisions in Nicaragua into the open and exposes
the alliances who are working with the U.S.to put in place a
neoliberal government that is controlled by the United
States and serves the interests of the wealthy.

ABOUT VETERANS FOR PEACE

Veterans For Peace is a global organization of Military Veterans and allies whose collective efforts are to build a
culture of peace by using our experiences and lifting our voices. We inform the public of the true causes of war and
the enormous costs of wars, with an obligation to heal the wounds of wars. Our network is comprised of over 140
chapters worldwide whose work includes: educating the public, advocating for a dismantling of the war economy,
providing services that assist veterans and victims of war, and most significantly, working to end all wars.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:
www.veteransforpeace.org
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